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 She acknowledges the struggles of the unicorn life-loneliness, ridicule, being misunderstood and
undervalued-and goes on encourage visitors to reframe the unicorn life the way she has, as essential to a
lifestyle of brilliance. Using her very own tale as a launching spot, and innovative quizzes, charts, and lists
to activate the reader within an interactive trip, Mia Michaels explores the knowledge of the unicorn in an
environment of donkeys, a world where fitting in, satisfying others, following rules, and keeping norms-
no matter how smudged those norms are-can be the only acceptable path.An empowerment manifesto for
creatives, misfits, innovators, and disruptors from the celebrity of So You Think You Can Dance and
creator of Broadway's Finding NeverlandA Unicorn in a World of Donkeys presents a playbook for living
a creative and authentic lifestyle.
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Was hoping this publication would be a good present for a group of dancers graduating from high ... She
really knows how to pull emotion and excellence from her dancers. Therefore well worth buying if you
need a confidence boost. Que un libro increible Libro increible. Both adults and teens will see inspiration
from her publication. As the idea was an excellent one, the colorful language did not allow me to utilize
this as a present. She is amazing and so inspirational!. The people who have succeeded and were
exclusive contributed to the globe in some way, either with music, dance, stories, technology, discoveries
or whatever. Very happy I read it 1st. She allows for a secure space to explore and knowledge ones
uniqueness of spirit. Great book Great book! Came fast An empowerment manifesto for creatives, misfits,
innovators, and disruptors Mia Michaels is a creative tour de force on So You Think IT IS POSSIBLE TO
Dance. I love that display, and Mia Michaels is among my favorite choreographers. Was hoping this
reserve would be a good present for a group of dancers graduating from high school. I think she brings
the same interest to her composing. A Unicorn in an environment of Donkeys offers a playbook for living
a creative and authentic life. Using her own story as a launching spot, and innovative quizzes, charts, and
lists to engage the reader within an interactive trip, Mia Michaels explores the experience of the unicorn
in a world of donkeys. Honestamente no sé eso es lo que me dice mi esposa, que es la 1ue lo está leyendo
Five Stars Inspirational guide to learning to be authentic Five Stars BRILLIANT. I believe celebrating your
uniqueness is particularly important nowadays of cyber-bullying. Mia Michaels is my idol thus of course I
really like her book Mia Michaels is my idol so needless to say I love her book! Overdone metaphor,
however, many good advice, but misses mark on nonentertainment types I may end up being the only
person on earth that does not know who Mia Michaels is, therefore i did not get this book because she is
the author. Again and again and over. People who are exclusive and don’t fit in, have stuff to provide, but
it is not just their magical character, but their particular perspective and expertise. Just an autobiography,
nothing more It’s an autobiography, not a self help book. The metaphor of being a unicorn in an
environment of donkeys, is way too emphasized here. After all literally. I got it, as I felt it captured the
essence of marching to a new drummer and made it look like a positive thing. I get it, a unicorn has a
horn and it’s magical and donkeys stick to the guidelines. However, let’s encounter it.. I would suggest
this book highly!following a although it gets old. It delivers on that to some extent. Sometimes Personally
i think we overemphasize, that simply by “being” some individuals contribute and let’s face it, NO-ONE is
that special. One of the BEST books I've ever read I recommend this book to everyone LOVE? We am a
unicorn and I actually provide super props to Queen Unicorn Mia Michaels she’s a Creative Genius? Mia is
amazing I love this publication! They weren’t simply lumps of lazy flesh just being. Inspiring In her
brilliant fashion, Mia Michaels makes you have confidence in your own creative journey and to embrace
your Unicornness without giving up loving the important Unicorns and donkeys in your life. This is the
greatest “you do you” book. However when I consider it at from a perspective to be older than the writer
and not in the entertainment field, Personally i think it misses some marks too. From the title, you’d think
it is more centered on encouraging people to end up being themselves, but that is more of an
afterthought. This reserve is approximately telling the author’s tale - great if you’re interested in that.
Otherwise it’s simply exploiting the existing popularity of unicorns (you can find hundreds of books
designed for both children and adults with unicorns in them), and the development to create encouraging
self help books. Book is over priced!!! Your book has ended priced!!!
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